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Business Challenge:

Most ERP Systems were built to process business transactions, not for reporting and analytics. Oracle Applications’ users are
looking for an easy-to-deploy solution to enable extraction of data from Oracle Cloud ERP for drill down analytics across multiple
subject areas. Data Skylight for Snowflake, developed by Apps Associates, makes it quick and easy to configure and deploy a
Cloud-based integration solution that enables companies to leverage the power of Snowflake, a market leading Cloud-based data
platform, to analyze Cloud ERP data.

Solution:

Data Skylight for Snowflake was built to help customers extract value from their Oracle ERP data by harnessing the power of
Snowflake. With over 20 years of working with Oracle Applications, we've pre-defined the business processes and data utilized by
most businesses. Data Skylight for Snowflake removes the complexity associated with extracting data from Oracle Cloud ERP and
automates the entire process - including the load into Snowflake. For each Oracle module, Apps Associates has predefined all the
data that is typically required for analytics. End users can select just the subject areas they want to load into Snowflake or they can
'select all' and get all the data for the selected Oracle Module. From there, Data Skylight will do the rest. All the end user needs to
do is start analyzing the Oracle Cloud ERP data in Snowflake - which is easy due to the data transformation logic built into Data
Skylight for Snowflake by Apps Associates. Data Skylight supports ongoing incremental loads and near-real-time data latency. Data
Skylight also supports Salesforce as a data source and the list of supported sources continues to grow.
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Business Outcomes:
Reconcile data across multiple modules in the
same report through access to most common
information requests from HR, Finance, Supply
Chain, Projects, and other modules
appsassociates.com

Speed to value - rapidly
deploy Snowflake for
analysis of Cloud ERP data

Refresh dashboards in real time
to get the information you want,
when you need them
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Why this Solution:

Streamlines and automates the

Untangle the complexities of Oracle Cloud ERP to

Install and use in hours or

extraction process for Oracle

reconcile data across systems, curate and clean the

days, not weeks or months

customers with a templatized

data in a centralized place, and self-generate dynamic

product designed specifically for

reports and dashboards ad hoc on your timeline

Oracle Cloud ERP and Snowflake.

Solution Package
Data Skylight for Snowflake was built to see results in minutes.
Upon a quick, initial consultation, the product specialist team can
assist you in setting up select target and source connections,
and then the tool will guide you through the selection criteria per
business focus and subject area. The transfer process can take a
matter of seconds or minutes to load depending on the amount
of data being loaded into Snowflake.

Request use of
Data Skylight for Snowflake

About Apps Associates
Apps Associates delivers a breadth of services, unwavering dependability and unparalleled agility that drives ROI.
Apps Associates is a trusted partner for the management of critical business needs, providing strategic consulting and
managed services for Oracle, Salesforce, integration, analytics and multi-cloud infrastructure.
We differentiate through our relentless attention to delivery excellence and customer care. Apps Associates is an Oracle
Partner, a Premier Consulting Partner with Amazon Web Services with competencies in Oracle and Managed Services,
Salesforce Silver Partner, and a Snowflake Select Partner. No one has managed more Oracle to Cloud migrations than
Apps Associates, giving us deep rooted expertise that is second to none.
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